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Word of Welcome from the Chair

Letter From the Cartel Cabinet’s Committee Director

Esteemed Participants,

As the director of this cabinet, it is my utmost pleasure to welcome you all to the 4th annual session of
TBMUN.

Being part of this committee means you will have to make a tremendous effort to analyze the situation
and figure out a solution. Both of the cabinets are exceedingly strong; thus, a challenging but pretty
amusing mission is ahead of you. It will be to your advantage to wrap yourself up in your character and
do your own research aside from reading this study guide, to further develop your perspective. Keep in
mind that the key to success in crisis committees is being prepared for all kinds of incidents at all times.

As the academic team, we genuinely hope that this study guide brings you all a general overview and a
better understanding of the case. We will be more than pleased to host you and have full confidence you
will successfully accomplish your mission.

Best regards

Doğa Tanrıverdi

Letter From the FBI Cabinet’s Committee Director

Beloved Delegates and Participants,

As the committee director of FBI Cabinet ,I am very grateful to host you in the 4th annual session of

TBMUN.

JCC cabinets mean that you will need to do hardworking efforts because there will be a competition. Both

cabinets are extremely robust; Therefore, a challenging but hugely entertaining task lies before you. In

addition to reading this study guide to further develop your perspective, it will be in your best interest to

embrace yourself and do your own splendid research. Remember that the key to success in crisis

committees is always being prepared for any topic and characters. Do not forget to live your character as

you.

As the chair board, we really belive that this study guide will give you a detailed perspective of the Pablo

Escobar case and a better understanding of the events that occurred in the committee. We will be happy to

welcome you and make sure you will successfully complete your mission. Please feel free to be in

contact, if you have further inquiries and questions:)

Sincerely,

Seren Anaçoğlu
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Rules Of The Committee

FBI: Can only win if all trucks are secured or the drug has been destroyed or all the

cartel leaders gets neutralized

Pablo Escobar and his allies: They win if they have the most trucks under their control

at the end of the conference

Guadalajara Cartel: They win if they have the most trucks under their control at the end

of the conference or if they hand over Pablo Escobar to the police alive.

Santa Ana Cartel: They win if they have the most trucks under their control at the end

of the conference.

Suggestions for delegates: Since the events are carried out in multiple countries to

get the advantage people must understand the geography very well as well as the

countries culture and rules.we expect delegates to plan their routes by using landmarks

as reference points. So it is important that delegates know what these landmarks are.

The policemen should understand the international policies of other countries; any

directives that break other countries' rules either won't get accepted or will have

negative feedback. Fbi should also respect the UN policies although some of the book's

actions might be overlooked, continued usage of illegal actions can have major

consequences of the fbi. Cartels as in real life should try to make it look legal and cover

up their tracks if they are not careful they will be punished. In the beginning of the

committee they will be given time to make a route for the trucks and plan out their arrival

while the fbi tries to predict what they are going to do. We expect delegates to carefully

plan their routes using landmarks from the countries that they are going to. Starting from

spain then transporting via ship to colombia then to mexico and then to the american

border is necessary. However they have the freedom to plan their escort freely

according to the rules given.
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Directive Writing Guide:

Directives are short working papers focusing on specific topics. They work as

guidelines for the committee and determine how the events will escalate. They can, for

example, be used to declare that faction X will move Y amount of troops from location A

to B. They may also be used for things like requesting a meeting with someone from

another cabinet. Directives do not have to be long extremely detailed however, they

should be clear and answer questions such as: What? Who? When? Where? From

where to where? With what? and For what? Other related questions to be kept in mind

are:

❖ Who are you writing to?

❖ What do you want to accomplish?

❖ When do you want it accomplished?

❖ Where do you want it to happen (if applicable)?

❖ Why do you want to do this?

❖ How do you intend to accomplish it?

Directives should also be written according to the time the event takes place in. On top

of all directives it must be specified what type of directive it is. These are the different

types of directives, which delegates will be allowed to use.

Directive Types

1. Joint Directive:

These directives are written by a minimum of 2 delegates and they have to

specify the points mentioned above. These directives are used if a minimum of two

characters of different positions have to come together in order to be able to pass an

action. For example, members of the cabinet, or the entire cabinet together may write a

joint directive to announce the change in their internal regulations, or can also write a

committee directive to declare war on the other faction/cabinet.
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2. Directives written by the entire committee are normally called “Committee
Directives”:

These directives are usually very long and comprehensive. These directives are

written by the whole committee.

3. Press Release:
Having a different function than directives, press releases are written if the

committee or cabinet has something to announce to the public. They are usually in the

form of a newspaper and the structure is clear, direct and informative.

Cabinet 1: The Colombian Cartels

Pablo Emilio Escobar Gavaria: Leader of the cartel, very intelligent criminal

Roberto de Jesus Escobar Gaviria: Co-founder, accountant and the brother of Pablo

Escobar, very loyal to Pablo Escobar

Gustavo de Jesus Gaviria Rivero: Pablo Escobar’s cousin and right-hand man, very

loyal to Pablo Escobar

George Jung: Very talented American drug smuggler

Juan David Ochoa Vasquez: One of the founders of the Medellin Cartel, bomb

specialist, ex-police

Griselda Blanco: First ever billionaire female criminal, cruel murderer, has

psychopathic tendencies.

Jose Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha: One of the leaders of the cartel, one of the most

successful drug dealers ever seen, very good at talking with people

Carloh Lehder Rivas: Colombian-German drug trafficker and drug transportation

master with good connections

Miguel Angel Felix: Founder of the ‘Guadalajara Cartel’, in love with Pablo Escobar’s

wife
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Roberto Suarez Gomez: Founder of the ‘Santa Ana Cartel’, also known as ‘La

Corporacion’, afraid of insects

Fabio Ochoa Vasquez: Another accountant for the cartel, living in the States,

ex-husband of Griselda Blanco

Juan Antonia Becerra (Elliot o’Neill): One of the transporters of the cartel.

Cabinet 2: FBI

John P. o'Neill: Team leader, can lead special forces (sensitive about his family)
Jaime Ramirez: Great gunslinger, hot-headed personality

Jack Garcia: Has connections everywhere, can gather safe house locations and call

S.O.,

Donnie Brasco: Very talented spy, also is a master of disguise, has trust issues

Mark Felt, a.k.a. “Deep Throat”: Tracker, can detect spies, afraid of death

Clyde Tolson: A feared assassin that is good with snipers,
Micheal Malone: Interegoter, can get information from captured individuals, can’t feel

emotion

Charles Winstead: The best tactician in the force, has lead countless missions, very

caring for his team

Jake Peralta: Great information gatherer, does background checks, has to do a joke in

every single directive.

Hercule Poirot: Great detective, can find clues and piece them together, very paranoid

Namik Ekin: Turkish sat comando (underwater commando), is very good at sea and

can infaultrade ships

Igor Popov: Hacker, ex-criminal. Very antisocial, cant talk to or persuade people

S.O. aka. Special Ops unit that can only be called by Jack Garcia. They don't do much

alone but they can do wonders with a great leader. They are mainly trained for raids and

have heavy weaponry but are very weak against vehicles and large groups of people.

They are also experts at capturing targets alive and bringing them back. Although they

are loyal to Jack Garcia when overworked and bribed they can easily betray their

superiors.
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EXPLANATION OF AGENDA ITEMS

Pablo Escobar and his allies hit the jackpot when they got their hands on 9 trucks filled

up with drugs, in total carrying 9 tons of cocaine. Only problem is that they have to

smuggle them from Spain to Medellin then past the United States border. Escobar

assembled his best man to take care of this job. He built his team like a jigsaw puzzle.

There was one thing on his mind still bothering him. He usually worked with his own

man but this big of a job called for other cartels such as Guadalajara Cartel and the

Santa Ana Cartel to join. This made him anxious. He knew the others were greedy and

could steal from him. Only then he found out that the government got a tip and knew

they were trying to make the biggest drug trade off all time so they assembled a team of

their own. This meant there were 2 parties he had to worry about even though he called

one of them allies.
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The Colombian Cartels

Since the 1970's, Colombia has been home to some of the most violent and

sophisticated drug trafficking organizations in the world. What started as a small

cocaine smuggling business has, in the last thirty years, blossomed into an enormous

multinational cocaine empire. Traffickers today have enough capital under their control

to build sophisticated smuggling

equipment, such as a high tech

submarine that was recently

discovered by the Colombian

National Police. Colombian cocaine

traffickers had hired engineering

experts from Russia and the United

States to help with the design of the

submarine, which apparently would

have been used to secretly ship

large quantities of cocaine to the

United States. The astounding profits attracted an interesting mix of characters into the

business. Jose Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha had roots in Colombia's somewhat murky

emerald trade. The Ochoa brothers were from a well respected ranching and horsing

family. And the violent leader, Pablo Escobar, was a common street thief who

masterminded the criminal enterprise that became known as the Medellin cartel. The

cartel began to self-destruct as the violence and power grew. Rodriguez Gacha was

eventually gunned down by the Colombian police. Jorge, Juan David and Fabio Ochoa

turned themselves into the Colombian government in the early 1990s in exchange for

lenient prison terms. And Pablo Escobar was hunted down and killed by the Colombian

police after a long series of battles.
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1. FBI SPECIAL TASK FORCE

The FBI SPECIAL TASK FORCE is the most elite group of people the world can offer.

Their task is to stop the cartels from smuggling drugs into

America. They have a wide variety of weaponry and

funding from the government. But due to laws they have a

lot of restrictions that the cartel just does not have. These

laws prevent FBI SPECIAL TASK FORCE opening fire

before they are fired upon. They also need to talk and get

permission from countries they want to operate in. in the

scenario where they do not get permission they will get

attacked by the local authorities. They should be well

calculated and planned. FBI SPECIAL TASK FORCE

should always try to stay ahead of  . Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI) of the United States which brought

down many Colombian and Mexican narcotics syndicates like Pablo Escobar’s, Cali

Cartel, Sinaloa Cartel, Tijuana Cartel and others will discuss sharing intelligence as well

as a joint mechanism to track and disrupt the money laundering associated with

international drug smuggling networks with India’s lead anti-drugs enforcement agency

Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) on Tuesday, people familiar with the development said.

Resources:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pablo_Escobar

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drug_cartel#North_America

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drug_Enforcement_Administration

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jorge_Luis_Ochoa_V%C3%A1squez
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